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About This Video

PADAK is a film about the lives of fish in captivity in a Korean seafood restaurant. Some fish accept their fate while others
fight to change it.
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Title: PADAK
Production:
E-DEHI
Distributor:
eigoMANGA
Release Date: 6 Jun, 2016
Country: Korea, Republic of
Video Resolution: 1080p(3.5GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: 5.1 Surround
Running Time: 90 minutes

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.

English,Korean,Japanese
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Fun Game. Once you get to know the game and how to set up your village up. The updates are often so thats good too. The
game has came far from when I first played this. Also Should add more achievements to the game.

Also would be cool if this game is added to IOS for the iPad. This came is great and is getting better by the time. Keep up the
good work and hopefully this will be on the IOS market. This is a fun game to pass time. Survivors has became even more fun
with the more updates from when I first played this game.. Very Fun The Physics are Hilarious (I Love That You Can Use
Different Ways Instead Of The Same Thing! So Much Fun I Recomend. A very good game in a very good seires.. So far this is
a really solid dungeon crawler that removes some of the stress with a save anywhere system that I greatly appreciate. The art
style of the characters and dungeon is really great and the ui fits perfectly. Character advancement is a multifaceted system that
has classes, deleveling and skill investment. There seems to be a lot more story elements than in some other games in this genre
which some may like and some may not.

Overall, very much worth the price.. Simple but fun puzzle-ish game. Pretty good graphics for only being like 300mb in size.
WORTH THE DL.. Fun to play and easy to pick up! Lots of mission types during the campaign keeps the gameplay fresh.
Multiplayer mode is fun at parties!. Embark on a journey through a spooky basement to get your bear back and pick up some
toys along the way!

Cellar is a neat little puzzler where you have to go further by getting a key and out running the the big bad monster and avoiding
the other hazards on your quest.. this was very *AWESOME* i really *EMOTION* this *USELESS HEADMOUNTED FULL-
IMMERSION EXPERIENCE* !!!

damn *EFFICENCIE BOT* keeps ruining my *EMOTION* with *EFFICENTCIE* but non-theless i *EMOTION* this game
enough to *RECOMMEND* this to everyone else!

keep up the good *WORK* Owlchemy Labs!!!. How much fun?
This much!

My wife doing the crawl section : )
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CufgOnUvhJk
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I'm dissipointed in steam for this being a game.

Update: The game somehow slowed down my pc. A very promising game that has a long way to go, right now (when i write
this) there is not so much content but the things that are added I find fun.. The base game is filled with god awful songs with
chinese lyrics. In order to aquire more songs (songs you'll most likely like), you have to buy an entire DLC pack. Which is also
filled with awful songs, I'd say its about 60/40 in terms of bad vs good. If you're looking to buy songs you like separately then
you'll not find it here.

I'd rather spend that $20+ on buying songs that I actually enjoy in the forever friends pack separately. Than getting a buttload of
songs that are just extremely bad. Not entirely sure why there's no other options with buying songs. It also looks like they have
zero plans on adding different options. The game also doesn't have controller support, at least none of mine worked.

If you're looking for a rhythm game that's on steam, you have Groove Coasters, TapSonic BOLD and an upcoming game called
INVAXION - Which is in the same style as Musynx but more polished.. Rakuen is a wonderful experience. Great story, lovable
characters and an amazing soundtrack on top of it.

Be warned though, this game is very sad and even tragic at times.. Its a stupid little game. Is it fun ? Yes. Its Amazing for split
screen combat , one with a controlle,r one on Keyboard. SPLIT SCREEN CO-OP?? Am sold . Its vheap, its light, its short. Get
it , play it . Its charming .. Scares the living♥♥♥♥♥♥♥outta me. Seriously though, I'd say this is a good 8/10. Graphics are
alright, the lack of color makes the...fog, seem really freaking awesome, the Lovecraft influence is strong (ALWAYS a plus),
the enemies scare the crud out of me, etc. Every time I die and start over I'm afraid to set foot outside again, and very few
games do that. You have a gun, and usually the lack of defense is what makes survival scary right? Nah. The survival mechanics
in this game (scrounging for ammo and all that good stuff) make shooting somewhat of a rare thing in this game. I still usually
blow through my ammo starting off because the DOs are frighteningly creepy. The big floaty thing, creepy. This game, creepy.
In a very very very good way. I suck at writing reviews but there isn't a good reason not get this game if it's on sale (a steal at
3.59 atm). You probably won't regret it. I didn't in the slightest.

Gee, I REALLY suck at reviews, ugh. Tl;dr = Buy game pls, is scare. too much story and little game play. \udb40\udc21.
Sometimes creepy.
The playtime is short.
The riddles are solvable.
It is great to see the person in VR if it crouches around on the ground :-D
For spectators the screen mirror is a bit too dark (sometimes you can't see things, that the person in VR can see clearly).
There are much glitches and it happened two times that something you need got lost, if you are not very careful with taking it
and laying it down. The only solution was to restart the game. "The cabin" works better.
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